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NZRetail – the voice
of New Zealand’s
thriving retail sector.
NZRetail magazine speaks directly
to the hearts of retailers, delivering
applicable solutions and news to
support retailers both in and out of
their stores. NZRetail magazine’s
goal is to support retailers in their
unique retail journeys by delivering
timely and relevant news, education
and support.
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Barkers brings back
bricks and mortar
Coffee, clothes and grooming.
Barkers reckons it has found the
perfect trio to encourage
customers to step away from the
computer and flock to its new
flagship store in Auckland central.
Elly Strang went to explore.

T

he bricks and mortar
retail market in New
Zealand has been
lagging behind its
online counterparts for a while,
says Barkers general manager
Glenn Cracknell.
He says retailers can get ahead
by surprising customers and
giving them something online
stores can’t offer. A case in point
is Barkers’ new flagship store in
Auckland City.
The store capitalises on
growing coffee-drinking and
male grooming trends by
combining the Burrs & Grind
espresso bar at the entrance, the

Barkers menswear shop and a
Groom Room barbershop on the
mezzanine level.
Barkers teamed up with
renowned city brew Eighthirty
coffee for the espresso bar,
and Matt Swan of Mensworks
grooming lounge for the Groom
Room, to add these two new
departments to the store.
Cracknell says it’s this unique
combination of coffee, clothes
and grooming that draws curious
punters into the store.
“Since we took over the
business four years ago it’s
been about creating a new
experience,” he says.

Far left
Barkers' flagship store on
Auckland's High St has
enough space for multiple
projects to be showcased.
Above left
The store also incorporates
the Groom Room barbership, top, and the Burrs &
Grind espresso bar.
Above right
The point-of-sale counter
was a bar in a former life.

“You come in and there are
different touch points. It’s not
just your standard [trip] - come
in, look at the clothing, walk out.
You have to discover the different
parts of the store and you have
something a bit richer than a
normal shopping experience.”
The bold new store has arrived
at a time when many retailers in
New Zealand are struggling to lure
shoppers away from online stores.
Figures from BNZ’s Online
Retail Sale Index show New
Zealand's total online retail
spending last December was up
12 percent over the previous year,
while in-store retail spending
was only up 4 percent.
Since the shop’s launch in
September, Cracknell says the
High St store is exceeding the
company’s performance threefold.
It is attracting many new
customers, including women.
“We’re predominantly maleorientated in the smaller shops,
but here, we’re getting a lot of

MARCH 2014

females through. [The new store]
is less intimidating and a little bit
more welcoming,” he says.
He says the High St store’s
average customer spends twice
as much as that of other city
stores, and three times more
than the average customer at
provincial stores.
The store’s head-to-toe
grooming options appeal to a
rising number of men whom
Cracknell says are meticulous
about their appearance.
“Guys are so into [grooming]
now it’s unbelievable. I think it’s
one of the biggest growing markets
to be in, men’s grooming.”
Barkers founder Raymond
Barker launched his first store on
High St in 1972. The new store at 1
High St replaces a previous shop at
4 High St. It is a sizable successor,
sprawling over 430 square metres
in the heritage-listed South British
Insurance building.
Cracknell says the large
footprint and high staffing levels

means the flagship store can act
as a “grooming ground” for new
managers and key staff.
The ample space also allows
room for a separate made-tomeasure suit department which
runs directly out of the store.
It is tucked away towards the
back for privacy.
It also allows the display of
Barkers' collaborations, with
New Zealand brands such as
shoemakers McKinlays and
bushwear company Swanndri
on show.
“What the space has allowed
us to do is have different areas
and different departments of
the store so our business can
breathe,” Cracknell says.
Architects from AND were told
to take cues from the hospitality
industry and the age of the building
to apply to its internal design.
With the building’s 1920s
Chicago feel and previous life as
a restaurant and bar, Cracknell
says it made sense to make the »
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O F RE TAI L
NZRetail is a must-read magazine, that is both
valued and retained for all those in the retail
industry. Recent reader research showed a
94% satisfaction rating and produced the
following results:
• 		81% of readers keep the magazine
for reference;
• 		81% read all or most of each issue;
• 		65% spend more than 30 minutes reading
each issue; and
• 		68% enquired about products or services
featured in the magazine.

Trade/Professional 2009
Magazine of the Year
and 2009 Editor of the Year
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Toast of the town
Liquor retailers face a challenging combination of strong regulation
and decreasing sales, but a shift to premium products is driving
business. Martin Craig looks at the state of liquor retailing in 2015
through the eyes of independent liquor retailer Regional Wines and
Spirits, national chain Liquorland and Foodstuffs.

L

ooking at some headlines,
you could believe New
Zealanders are the world’s
biggest boozers and we’re
getting worse.
We’re not. New Zealanders are
moderate drinkers by international
standards, and we are drinking less
each year.
According to the World Health
Organisation, New Zealand ranks
31st in the world for alcohol
consumption, behind the UK,
France, Germany and Australia.

THE
GOODS

12

Our liquor consumption is
steadily falling at about two
percent per annum. This isn’t a
short-term trend or a reaction to
tougher rules – our consumption
per capita has been tracking down
for decades, and in 1990 was 33
percent more than it was last year.
Despite this background of
greater moderation, liquor retailers
are facing increasing regulation
and compliance costs, while
dealing with falling sales and
strong inter-sector competition.
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Our new-look, perfect bound and weightier
NZRetail is published 6 times per year in: February,
April, June, August, October and December.

The modern grocer

Above
Inside the Mt Eden store.

Huckleberry Farms wants more shoppers to go au naturel with their
food choices. The company, which specialises in organic food, has
launched a new series of stores called Huckleberry which bring back
the local corner store to the neighbourhood, reports Elly Strang.

Each issue is mailed to every member of Retail NZ
as well as key stakeholders in the retail industry.

I

n the days before supermarkets,
shoppers would buy their
fruit, cheese, fish and other
essentials from a vendor with a
food cart at the local market.
That experience has been
replaced by large-scale grocery stores
in the present day, but the local
corner store is experiencing a revival.
Small, boutique food stores like
Farro Fresh and Nosh are popping
up in local catchments and

Print run: A minimum of 5,500 copies per issue
with an audit figure to July 2014 – June 2015
of 4,913.

enticing customers with a bigger
range of premium products.
Based on their expansion - Nosh
now has eight stores around New
Zealand, while Farro Fresh has
three in Auckland - customers are
taking to them like bees to honey.
Huckleberry Farms is keen to tap
into this, but with the organic sector.
The company was founded in
the early 1990s to create an outlet
for natural, organic food.

It already has two shops by
the same name and a Hardy’s
Wholefoods in Grey Lynn.
Huckleberry Farms chief
operating officer Richard Lees says
the time was right to expand its
store offering and bring organic
food to the masses.
“It was through a lot of
thought and understanding [that]
there’s an opportunity in the
market for organics to become

OCTOBER / NOVEMBER 2015
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in a big brand store in New York
I went in to find a specific style
of shoe. It was the second place I
had gone to in New York to find
them. The first retail assistant I
approached ignored me to start
with and then once I started
talking said he had no idea what
I was talking about and then
‘maybe they’ll be in x section’
and never explained where
that was, then the second retail
assistant I asked (in x section)
just straight up said ‘nah’ and
walked off. It was lucky that I
decided to try one last time with
the guy at the counter. He was
very friendly, he looked it up on
the computer and went and got
me a pair. It was ridiculous.

SHOPPER PROFILE

Secret
shopper
FEATURES

Katherine Lowe is,
according
to her popular
COLUMNS
fashion and lifestyle
blog, awesome.
She has run
katherineisawesome.
OVERSEAS
com since a friend
bought her the domain
name in 2008.
What was the last purchase
that you were excited about,
and why?
There are two things that I
have purchased in the last
quarter that have made me a bit
excited. Firstly, an Acne skirt
that I bought from their store in
Sydney. It was the first time I’d
ever been in that particular store
and I was there for a day and a
bit and I had the money so I just
went for it. The second was an
Ephemera bikini I purchased
online after weeks and weeks
of mental back and forth. It was
pretty expensive for a swimsuit,
the most I’ve ever spent, so as
much as I was excited to buy it,
I also felt like throwing up at the
same time.

Tell me about a purchase that’s
solved a problem for you.
I would have to say any food
purchase. Food solves a
multitude of problems.

Material deadline
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Can you think of any item or
service that would be useful to
you but doesn’t exist yet?
Not off the top of my head, and
even if I could I don’t think I
could share it - it might be my
million dollar idea!

The first retail assistant I approached
ignored me... The second just straight
up said 'Nah' and walked off.

Can you tell me about a retail
experience you’ve had that was
exciting or interesting?
I love to go into Fabric on High
Street in Auckland, even if just to
look. As well as stocking a lot of
brands I like, there’s a feeling of
nostalgia I get when I go in there.
It’s been around for a long time
and I remember having a pair

of jeans on lay-buy there when I
was like, 19 years old and because
I was earning very little and the
jeans weren’t exactly cheap, they
were a special purchase for me.
The store always felt slightly
intimidating to me back then,
but now I’m old it’s just a nice
place to go.
What was your worst retail
experience?
I haven’t had too many, but once

What’s an item that you’re
planning on buying soon?
I’ve got a bunch of new season
stuff arriving soon so I’m in
saving mode. One thing I’m
looking forward to arriving is a
pair of wide blue denim pants
with topstitching from Karen
Walker. Other than those clothes,
I would also like to buy a new
laptop, but I think it’s a little
out of my budget right now! I
know it doesn’t sound like it, but
I’m trying to buy less, and buy
‘smarter’. Quality over quantity.
What’s your favourite store?
I don’t have one in particular but
I do have to say I really love going
in to Muji.

MARCH 2014

* Rate includes production
costs, editorial, design and
proofs, but not writer’s fee.
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brick were used to create a warm,
natural environment that wasn’t
sterile, as well as a neutral backdrop
for the products to “pop” on.
Spaceworks managing director
Lizzi Hines says the design
brief was to make organic food
accessible, as well as dispel the
myth about it being expensive.
The store is designed to be more
of a curated corner store than a
large scale, product-packed grocery
shop. Unlike a supermarket, which
usually has tall shelves stacked
with products, products are
displayed on an angle on shelves.
This gives products on the
top and bottom shelves better
visibility, Hines says.
It also helps customers see and
interact with staff from anywhere
within the store.
Hines says fresh produce was
placed further into the store rather
than at the usual spot at the front
SHOP FRONT
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3 issues

Per Insert
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new series of Huckleberry stores.
Spaceworks spent about four to five
weeks preparing to do the fit-out,
and then four weeks onsite at the
Mount Eden store.
The main difference between
the new Huckleberry stores and the
previous Huckleberry Farm and
Hardy’s Wholefoods stores is the
layout and size of them.
The Mt Eden store is 80 square
metres, while the Milford store is a
cosy 75 square metres.
Lees says Huckleberry Farms
didn’t want the new stores to be big
or intimidating. “We wanted it to
be a local feel. We aren’t after big
stores, we want smaller footprints
in communities that are very
localised, more experience-based
and accessible,” he says.
Lees says Huckleberry wanted
the store to look friendly, as well as
clean and comfortable.
Materials such as timber and

INFOGRAPHIC

Per Upload Single issue
$5,225

more mainstream. Wellness and
wellbeing is starting to become
more prevalent,” Lees says.
“There was a good opportunity to
refresh the brand, and to do different
retailing methods and concepts.”
There’s definitely a growing
demand. In 2012, the New Zealand
organic sector reached between $340
million and $360 million in value.
This represents a 25 percent
increase in the three years since
2009 - a rapid increase in the midst
of an economic recession.
Lees says organic products
are now getting more recognition
from consumers.
“It’s becoming less fringe and
people are very much more aware
of the effects of pesticides and
herbicides and more interested in
their wellbeing,” Lees says.
Commercial design and fit
out company Spaceworks was
brought on board to design the

NEWS & TOP STORIES

Size

Full page

The Sale and Supply of
Alcohol Act came into effect in
2013. One of its aims is to give
local communities some control
over retailers, with restrictions
on the number of liquor stores,
store size, and opening hours. It
effectively requires retailers to
seek permission to trade from local
police and health authorities.
As the act places an emphasis on
decisionmaking at the community
level, the conditions liquor retailers
operate under can vary from store
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